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whenever a patient seeks advice on this matter-apart from
confirming the diagnosis. Why does the patient wish to appear
other than he is, and is it prudent to suggest the various
remedies that private medicine can offer? The first is a
problem of body image and the second of economics and
medical advice. Few, if any, dermatologists-whether in NHS
or private practice-carry out hair transplantation, a technique
that uses hair-bearing islands of skin from other areas of the
scalp.' Indeed, most physicians simply advise the patient to
accept nature's verdict-and for many male dermatologists
with obvious temporal recession and even a vertical tonsure
of their own such advice is clearly honest. Furthermore,
should an effective antiandrogen be produced its prescription
would raise ethical and clinical problems, for where should the
line be drawn between necessary and optional cosmetic
treatment ?

Perhaps because of the conservative line taken by doctors,
private hair clinics have been established in many cities in
Britain. Often these profess to solve problems of superfluous
hair as well as hair loss. Relatively harmless but ineffective
measures such as embrocations and electronic massage may
give reassurance. On the other hand, hair transplantation, a
more dramatic treatment, may result in dissatisfied clients
either because the transplanted hair fails to grow as promised
or-worse still-because the areas become keloidal. Even more
disastrous sequelae can follow such extraordinary procedures,
recently practised in the United States, as the implantation of
synthetic hair fibres and other people's hair.I This treatment
certainly produces instant hair, but infection may lead to
widespread cellulitis and the formation of granulomas-
leading in turn to shedding of the scalp. Doctors may be
tempted to dismiss these disasters as a retribution for people
impertinent enough to seek treatment from non-medical
sources-but they need to be aware of the lengths (and
expense) to which their patients may go. At the least, some
warning about these hazards should be included when a man
asks for advice on his thinning dome.
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The injured liver
Four years ago, when we last had a leading article' on trauma
to the liver, the mortality from blunt injuries had shown a
recent dramatic decline. That trend has continued, and in a
report from the United States2 earlier this year the overall
mortality in a series of 108 cases was 17%. Furthermore,
only eight of the 18 deaths could be attributed to the hepatic
injury. Survival is determined by the severity of injury to the
liver, the presence of serious associated injuries to other
organs and tissues, and delay in treatment; and it has improved
with better techniques for dealing with damage to the portal
vein, hepatic artery, and inferior vena cava, and gross disruption
of the liver itself.
The most common causes of liver injuries are road traffic

accidents and penetrating wounds resulting from gunshots.
Non-penetrating injuries may be due either to deceleration,
leading to splits and tears from shearing, or to direct violence,
causing contusion or disruption of the liver substance.3 A
classification of lesions into mild, moderate, or severe is

important for management. Mild injuries-capsular splits and
lacerations without serious haemorrhage-may be treated by
suture or simple drainage and may not require blood trans-
fusion. In moderate injuries there are deeper lacerations,
tearing branches of the intrahepatic vessels and bile ducts.
Adequate blood replacement should be given before ligating
the bleeding vessels and repair of the liver with deep sutures,
preferably of the horizontal mattress type. In severe injuries
there is major disruption of the hepatic parenchyma and
tearing of the hepatic veins or inferior vena cava. In the
immediate control of haemorrhage packing has traditionally
been regarded of little value,4 and compression of the portal
vein and hepatic artery in the free edge of the lesser omentum
by finger and thumb has proved a helpful manoeuvre. More
recently haemorrhage has been controlled by the technique of
selective hepatic arterial- ligation.5 Hepatic resection or
lobectomy is another recently developed life-saving technique
in severe hepatic disruption: the residual liver tissue possesses
remarkable regenerative capacity.6 Tears of the inferior vena
cava can be controlled either by conventional methods such
as direct suturing or side clamping or by isolation of the
vessel by cross clamping below the liver and above the
diaphragm.7 Another innovation is the treatment of major
liver trauma by emergency laparotomy, with primary packing
back in favour to control haemorrhage in the damaged area
during immediate transfer of the patient to a specialised unit,
where definitive operative treatment can be carried out.8

Delay in treatment may result from difficulty in diagnosis.
Here careful clinical assessment is still of paramount im-
portance: both scanning and arteriography have proved
disappointing as diagnostic aids. The physical signs may be
deceptively minimal and often do not reflect the extent of
intra-abdominal damage. Pattern bruising ofthe abdominal wall
must be regarded as an indication of severe abdominal
compression demanding laparotomy.9 Diagnostic peritoneal
aspiration or lavage again may be misleading, and there
should be no hesitation in proceeding with laparotomy if any
suspicions are aroused.

Injuries to the liver are frequently associated with damage
to the spleen, intestines, or kidneys, and there may also be
intrathoracic lesions, head injuries, or fractures.2 These
associated injuries are common causes of death from hypo-
volaemia due to massive haemorrhage, hypoxia from lung
damage or an inadequate airway, or intracranial damage; and
their presence may distract attention from the abdominal
lesion, which is always more difficult to assess in an un-
conscious patient.
Even when damage to the liver has been recognised and

repaired the patient's problems are not over.10 He still has to
face the possibility of respiratory failure, jaundice, sepsis,
hypoglycaemia and hypoproteinaemia, a haemorrhagic
diathesis, and disseminated intravascular coagulation. Severe
injuries ofthe liver are a reminder ofthe multiple and important
functions carried out by this organ in normal health.
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